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1 Passions

topic: passions
skill: identifying attitude
task: multiple choice

present tenses and time
expressions (p10)
phrasal verbs (p13)

achievements (p11)
idioms (p11)
adverb collocations (p14)

topic: adversity in sports
skill: understanding
context
task: multiple choice:
short texts

key word transformation
(p13)
multiple-choice cloze
(p14)

topic: friends and shared
interests
skill: using appropriate
tone and register
task: introductions;
social interaction

topic: teens and screens video: drone trouble
skill: developing an
project: odd hobbies
argument
task: essay

topic: language and thought
skill: recognising opinion
task: cross-text multiple
matching

cleft sentences for emphasis
(p24)
relative clauses (p27)

the senses (p25)
adjective + noun collocations
(p25)
noun suffixes
suffixes (p28)

topic: the smells of
childhood
skill: inferring attitude
and mood
task: multiple matching

open cloze (p27)
word formation (p28)

topic: communication
skill: speculating
task: long turn

topic: holding a music
festival
skill: building ideas
towards a conclusion
task: report

topic: teen stereotypes
skill: understanding cohesion
task: gapped text

the passive (p38)
reporting verbs and the
passive (p41)

the media (p39)
collocations (p39)
words with similar meanings
(p42)

topic: false beliefs
skill: understanding
idiomatic language
task: multiple-choice:
longer text

key word transformation
(p41)
multiple-choice cloze
(p42)

topic: infl
influences
uences on
children
skill: conversational
strategies
task: collaborative task

topic: young people and video: fashion followers
science
project: blogging
skill: organising
campaign
paragraphs
task: essay

topic: online travel photos
skill: recognising points
of view
task: multiple matching

participle clauses (p52)
prepositions with -ed forms
(p55)

tourism (p53)
verb + noun collocations
(p53)
prefixes (p56)
prefixes

topic: virtual reality travel key word transformation
(p55)
skill: listening for
clarification
clarification
word formation (p56)
task: sentence completion

topic: journeys to school
skills: putting forward
a clear argument; using
formal English
task: discussion

topic: dream study trip
skill: adding ideas
task: formal letter

topic: reviews of a self-help
book
skills: locating opinions on
the same topic in a text;
recognising points of view
task: cross-text multiple
matching

modal verbs in the past (p66)
emphasising comparatives
and superlatives (p69)

working with phrases (p67)
dependent prepositions (p70)

topic: good and bad gift
giftss
skill: listening for ideas
expressed in diff
different
erent
ways
task: multiple matching

topic: community work
skill: using a variety of
phrases
task: long turn

topic: family and friends video: sweet treats
skill: writing eff
effective
ective
project: animal
introductions and
communities
conclusions
task: essay
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2 Perceptions
page 21

3 Influence
Influence
page 35

4 Going places
page 49

5 Citizenship
page 63
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key word transformation
(p69)
multiple-choice cloze
(p70)

Switch on

video: as I see it
project: colour idioms

video: alone at sea
project: young
adventurers
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6 Urban tales

topic: modern ruins
skill: understanding
connected ideas
task: gapped text

past and present narrative
tenses (p80)
phrasal verbs (p83)

describing city life (p81)
compound words (p81)
adjective suffi
suffixes
xes (p84)

topic: street fashion
skill: understanding
agreement and
disagreement
task: multiple choice:
longer text

open cloze (p83)
word formation (p84)

topic: important
features of a city
skill: coming to a
conclusion in a minute
task: collaborative task
and discussion

topic: a film
film with an
important location
skill: using higher level
vocabulary
task: review

video: Banksy’s school
visit
project: art planning

topic: a girl's view on tidiness
skill: understanding writer
purpose
task: multiple choice

subject-verb agreement (p94)
quantifi
quantifiers
ers (p97)

health and diet (p95)
phrasal verbs of food and
drink (p95)
similar words (p98)

topic: becoming more
open cloze (p97)
competitive
multiple-choice cloze
skill: predicting words you (p98)
might hear
task: sentence completion

topic: exercise and
relaxation
skill: linking ideas
task: long turn

topic: changes to
a canteen
skill: expressing ideas in
a neutral way
task: proposal

video: Pepper the robot
project: robot analysis

topic: storytelling in games
skill: dealing with unknown
vocabulary
task: multiple matching

the future (p108)
conditional sentences (p111)

entertainment (p109)
prepositional phrases (p109)
negative prefi
prefixes
xes (p112)

topic: attracting attention key word transformations
(p111)
skill: following an
argument
word formation (p112)
task: multiple choice:
short texts

topic: a world without
music
skill: talking about
potential consequences
task: collaborative task
and discussion

topic: documentaries
for teens
skill: paraphrasing and
cohesion
task: essay

video: do you think it’s
funny?
project: the greatest
prank

topic: why humans are
interested in wild animals
skill: understanding inferred
meaning
task: cross-text multiple
matching

verb + -ing form or infi
infinitive
nitive
(p122)
reported speech (p125)

compound nouns on the
environment (p123)
adjective + noun collocations
(p126)

topic: funny things pets
do
skill: following contrasting
ideas and corrections to
opinions
task: multiple matching

key word transformation
(p125)
multiple-choice cloze
(p126)

topic: working at night
skill: using a variety of
phrases
task: long turn

topic: outdoor activities
skill: effective
effective
introductions and
conclusions
task: informal email

video: turtle survival
project: environmental
protection

topic: attracting attention multiple-choice cloze
task: multiple choice:
open cloze
short extracts
word formation
key word transformation

topic: how we
communicate
tasks: interview; long
turn; collaborative task;
discussion

topics: work experience;
a talent show; a
summer festival
task: Part 2 choices

page 77

7 Mind and body
page 91

8 Entertain me
page 105

9 It’s a wild world
page 119

10 Speak to me
page 133

topic: communicating in
diff
different
erent cultures
task: multiple matching

Grammar ﬁle

page 142

Activity ﬁle

page 171

Extend vocabulary

page 160

Speaking tasks

page 176

Exam ﬁle

page 162

Audioscripts

page 178
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